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A B S T R A C T

Protein-coding genes are composed of exons and introns flanked by untranslated regions. Before the mRNA of a gene can be translated into protein, the splicing machinery removes all the intronic regions and joins the protein-coding exons together. Exonization is a process, whereby genes acquire new exons from non-protein-coding, primarily intronic, DNA sequences. Genomic insertions or point mutations within DNA sequences often generate alternative splice sites, causing the splicing system to include new sequences as exons or to elongate existing exons. Because the alternative splice sites are not as efficient as the originals the new variants usually constitute a minor fraction of mature mRNAs. While the prevailing original splice variant maintains functionality, the additional sequence, free from selection pressure, evolves a new function or eventually vanishes. If the new splice variant is advantageous, selection might operate to optimize the new splice sites and consequently increase the proportion of the alternative splice variant. In some instances, the original splice variant is completely replaced by constitutive splicing of the new form. Because of the fortuitous presence of internal splice site-like structures within their sequences, portions of transposed elements frequently serve as modules of exonization. Their recruitment requires a long and versatile optimization process involving multiple changes over a time span of millions, even hundreds of millions, of years. Comparisons of corresponding genes and mRNAs in phylogenetically related species enables one to chronologically reconstruct such changes, from ancient ancestors to living species, in a stepwise manner. We will review this process using three different exemplary cases: (1) the evolution of a constitutively spliced mammalian-wide repeat (MIR), (2) the evolution of an alternative exon 1 from an alternative 5′-extended primary transcript containing an Alu element, and (3) a rare case of the stepwise exonization of an Alu element-derived sequence mediated by A-to-I RNA editing.

© 2011 Elsevier Masson SAS. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

An important process by which species evolve new properties is gene duplication and subsequent variation of the duplicate [1]. Duplicates are generally not under selection pressure and are, thereby, free to be reshaped and to gain variant or new features that might be advantageous for the individual, population, species, and lineage. This “trial-and-error” process has a chance to be successful as long as the original, functional form of the gene is maintained. A second way to fortuitously evolve novelties and versatility from a restricted set of genes is alternative splicing, a process by which a gene’s string of exons are reconnected in multiple ways at the RNA stage, enabling a single gene to encode multiple protein variants [2–4]. New alternative splice variants have the chance to evolve and be “tested” for variant functions while the original splice variants ensure functionality. New protein-coding exons are frequently acquired when new splice sites are formed in intronic or other untranslated regions. Remarkably, less than one year after the intron/exon structure of eukaryotic genes was revealed, Walter Gilbert predicted, in a short note entitled “Why genes in pieces?” [5], that the intron-exon structure of genes favors the recruitment of novel exons out of intronic space; a process that was soon experimentally verified [6]. This process was later termed exonization [7], and is an excellent example of exaptation at the genome level [8].

The present review focuses on the generation of new splice sites and recruitment of protein-coding sequences from randomly inserted retroposed elements, a special class of transposable/transposed units that arise via reverse transcription of RNA intermediates and subsequent insertion, for example, into the introns or UTRs of genes [9]. Today, the discernible parts of such retroposons account for more than 40% of the human genome [10]. Autonomous
retroposons, such as Long INterspersed Elements (LINEs) and Long Terminal Repeat (LTR) retrotransposons, encode their own enzymatic machinery to reverse transcribe RNA and insert the copy DNA (cDNA) back into the genome [11]. Fortuitously, in addition to retroposing their own RNA, this machinery can also retropose any (predominantly polyadenylated) RNA [12,13], thereby replicating themselves as well as other transcribed genes.

Transcriptionally active, non-autonomous Short INterspersed Elements (SINEs) do not have their own enzymatic machinery, but are reverse transcribed and inserted by the retropositional machinery of LINE elements [14]. Interestingly, although certain SINEs, such as the primate specific Alu elements, are trans-retroposed and inserted with the LINE machinery, contrary to the LINEs, they tend to accumulate in gene rich regions of the genome [15]. Because SINEs have no endogenous protein-coding capacity, usually only short sequence stretches, free of stop codons or other sequences that might interrupt the host gene open reading frame (ORF), contribute to new protein-coding sequences [16].

Biocomputational analyses of the human genome predicted that many primate-specific Alu SINEs might be part of protein-coding ORFs in mRNAs [9,17–19]. Gil Ast’s group then demonstrated this in experiments whose results also provided mechanistic insights into the process of exonization [20–24]. Our laboratory conducted phylogenetic analyses of Alu elements in primates to study the various steps and time frames of novel exon exaptation; most of the observed Alu “exonizations” did not remain fixed in subsequent evolutionary relatives [25–27]. However, we did observe older persisting exonizations of Mammalian-wide Interspersed Repeats (MIRs) in mammals [28].

2. Why SINEs are especially predestined to exonization

The diverse impacts of exonization on different species can be easily appreciated by comparing the only 12 detected transposable element-derived exons in the nematode Caenorhabditis elegans with the ~1800 retroposon-derived exons in humans [23]. This bias is probably influenced by a combination of low retropositional activity and selection toward short introns in invertebrates [29]. In contrast to those of invertebrate species, vertebrate and especially mammalian genomes “tolerate” large introns, which mitigate the potential negative impacts of additional transposed elements. Furthermore, the enhanced activity of the mammalian-specific LINE 1 elements and their non-specific selection of nearly any RNA for retroposition, increases the possibility of retroposon exonization in therian mammals [30]. However, the potential for exonization is not only a statistical matter of intron size and element numbers. Certain SINE elements, such as Alus and MIRS, are predestined for exonization because they contribute (in antisense orientation) preexisting cryptic 3’ AG splice sites (conserved consensus sequences at the end of introns) and 5’ oligo-pyrimidine tracts (reversing the typical sense-oriented oligo(A) region(s) of SINE elements) [21,28,31], both of which are important [28] recognition signals for the splicing apparatus. Consequently, significantly more exazoned Alus and MIRS are located in the antisense orientation corresponding to the transcription of the host gene [28,29]. A 5’ splice site is then randomly activated downstream of the retroposon-specific 3’ splice site, either inside or outside of the retroposed element. In the latter case, part of the intron is included in the protein-coding sequence (e.g., Fig. 1, black cylinder).

3. Alternative vs. constitutive splicing of exonized sequences

In most instances, novel duplicated genes or splice variants are initially free from selection pressure as long as the original gene or mRNA remains functional and the duplicate or variant is not disadvantageous [32]. However, favorable or advantageous alternative splice variants can also replace the original splice variant. Although they initially feature relatively weak, cryptic, splice sites and low representation, eventually they may acquire stronger, canonical, splice sites and, even exclusive representation, without the continued need of the original splice product, and are thus constitutively spliced.

We demonstrated the mammalian-specific constitutive expression of a new variant with an additional exon for the zinc finger protein ZNF639 gene ZNF639 (Fig. 1). More than 160 million years ago, a MIR element inserted in an antisense orientation into intron 5 of the ancestral ZNF639 gene. Today, the exonized MIR sequence (132 MIR nts plus 3 nts of the adjacent intronic sequence) is constitutively included in the mRNA of all mammalian species in all tissues examined to date [28]. This implies that exonization might have occurred shortly after insertion or at least prior to the divergence of Mammalia ~160 million years ago. And, because all mammals constitutively express the version of this gene containing the MIR cassette, in all likelihood, all steps toward constitutive splicing happened before monotrems diverged from therians. Lin et al. [33] subsequently described fifteen potential constitutively expressed MIR cassettes, but only six cases of constitutive expression of Alu cassettes were found. However, a more extensive comparative analysis including non-mammalian species would be necessary to confirm these cases. It should be cautioned that there might be alternative splice variants that are active only at specific developmental stages or in special cell types that were not investigated. In Krull et al. [28], we propose that generally, long evolutionary times are necessary to establish constitutively expressed retroposon-containing cassettes. If all components for exonization and constitutive expression occur (and are fixed) before a speciation event, all following members of the lineage will express this exonization. If the time between speciation events is too short, some subsequent lineages will establish the remaining necessary steps later and others may lose the exonization [25]. By way of comparison, MIR
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![Fig. 1. Exonization of a portion of a more than 160-million-year-old MIR element (red) into the protein-coding region of the zinc finger protein ZNF639 and its constitutive expression in all living mammals. Thick gray cylinders represent protein-coding exons, medium thick gray cylinders indicate the 5’ and 3’ untranslated regions (UTRs). Introns and intergenic regions are shown as black lines. The MIR-derived exon is shown as a thick red cylinder, the remainder of the intronic MIR element as a red line. The exonized part of the original intronic sequence (CAT) is shown as a narrow black cylinder.](image-url)
elements were present for up to 140 million years of mammalian evolution before an internal mammalian split occurred, while the Alu elements in primates, where many splits occurred over short time intervals, had only about half the available time (87 million years) to become fixed in genomes, and that may be why we do not see as many fixed Alu elements as we do MIRs [28].

4. From birth to maturity of retroposon-derived exons

Fig. 2 shows the estimated times of various SINE insertions and their subsequent exonizations in representative mammalian species. For both MIR and Alu elements, exonization occurred either shortly after insertion in the same ancestral branch, as shown for insertions number 5 (MIR in ZNF639; [28]), 6 (AluJb in LEPR; [34]), 11 (AluSp in MTO1-3; [25]), and 12 (AluSc in PKP2b-4; [25]) or as much as 150 million years later, as exemplified by the exonization of a MIR3 element (insertion 1) in the cholinergic receptor nicotinic alpha 1 gene (CHRNA1; [28]) in Great Apes. Frequently, a series of changes was required to generate all the necessary genomic conditions for successful splicing. Fig. 3 illustrates the reconstruction of all steps that occurred for the emergence of the novel Alu-decorated exon 1 in the human tumor necrosis factor receptor gene type 2 (p75TNFR; [27]), including the insertion of the AluJb element into the 5’ UTR of the gene and the untimed acquisition of an alternative transcription start site upstream of the element. In addition, a point mutation generated a new ATG start codon from an ATA sequence start site upstream of the element. This “future” alternative start codon is present in marmosets and all other anthropoids. In the lineage leading to Old World monkeys, a GC–GT mutation generated a functional 5’ splice site. Finally, in the same lineage, a random deletion of 7 nts generated an intact ORF and set the stage for expression of the alternative splice form icp75TNFR in all Old World monkeys including Apes. Xing and Lee [35] suggest that phylogenetic reconstruction of the changes leading to exonization offers a unique possibility to recognize and better understand the historical requirements for successful exonization.

5. Editing-associated alternative splicing

The repertoire of possible molecular mechanisms to arrive at the acquisition of new exons from retroposon cassettes can be quite versatile, and another such mechanism is, albeit rare, exemplified by the nuclear prelamin A recognition factor gene (NARF; Fig. 4). Lev-Maor et al. [20] aligned ESTs and cDNAs from GenBank (version 136) to sequences of the human genome and screened for exonized retroposons that were not flanked by canonical splice sites (at the genomic level) and recovered an alternative splice variant of the NARF gene, in which A-to-I editing in the pre-mRNA mediates alternative splicing [36], producing a new AluSx-derived protein-coding sequence. In the genome, the NARF AluSx exon 8 is flanked by an AA sequence that, at the pre-mRNA level, is edited to a 3’ A (functions as AG) splice site. Editing is mediated by the 5’ adjacent, antisense-orientated AluSx element that forms a double-stranded pre-mRNA structure with the sense-oriented partially exonized AluSx, a precondition for activating the adenosine deaminase-mediated RNA editing. From a phylogenetic perspective, both AluSx elements inserted sometime between 81 and 43 million years after Tarsius split from the common ancestor of higher primates.

Fig. 2. Mammalian SINE insertions and exonizations. Various MIR and Alu retroposons inserted into the respective genes (listed in the box) at about the times shown by the red dots. The times of exonization after insertion are indicated by arrows (black for MIRs and blue for Alus). The dashed arrow indicates that the exonization might have happened shortly after insertion in the same ancestral branch, as shown for insertions number 5 (MIR in ZNF639; [28]), 6 (AluJb in LEPR; [34]), 11 (AluSp in MTO1-3; [25]), and 12 (AluSc in PKP2b-4; [25]) or as much as 150 million years later, as exemplified by the exonization of a MIR3 element (insertion 1) in the cholinergic receptor nicotinic alpha 1 gene (CHRNA1; [28]) in Great Apes. Frequently, a series of changes was required to generate all the necessary genomic conditions for successful splicing. Fig. 3 illustrates the reconstruction of all steps that occurred for the emergence of the novel Alu-decorated exon 1 in the human tumor necrosis factor receptor gene type 2 (p75TNFR; [27]), including the insertion of the AluJb element into the 5’ UTR of the gene and the untimed acquisition of an alternative transcription start site upstream of the element. In addition, a point mutation generated a new ATG start codon from an ATA sequence start site upstream of the element. This “future” alternative start codon is present in marmosets and all other anthropoids. In the lineage leading to Old World monkeys, a GC–GT mutation generated a functional 5’ splice site. Finally, in the same lineage, a random deletion of 7 nts generated an intact ORF and set the stage for expression of the alternative splice form icp75TNFR in all Old World monkeys including Apes. Xing and Lee [35] suggest that phylogenetic reconstruction of the changes leading to exonization offers a unique possibility to recognize and better understand the historical requirements for successful exonization.
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Fig. 2. Mammalian SINE insertions and exonizations. Various MIR and Alu retroposons inserted into the respective genes (listed in the box) at about the times shown by the red dots. The times of exonization after insertion are indicated by arrows (black for MIRs and blue for Alus). The dashed arrow indicates that the exonization might have happened shortly after insertion in the same ancestral branch, as shown for insertions number 5 (MIR in ZNF639; [28]), 6 (AluJb in LEPR; [34]), 11 (AluSp in MTO1-3; [25]), and 12 (AluSc in PKP2b-4; [25]) or as much as 150 million years later, as exemplified by the exonization of a MIR3 element (insertion 1) in the cholinergic receptor nicotinic alpha 1 gene (CHRNA1; [28]) in Great Apes. Frequently, a series of changes was required to generate all the necessary genomic conditions for successful splicing. Fig. 3 illustrates the reconstruction of all steps that occurred for the emergence of the novel Alu-decorated exon 1 in the human tumor necrosis factor receptor gene type 2 (p75TNFR; [27]), including the insertion of the AluJb element into the 5’ UTR of the gene and the untimed acquisition of an alternative transcription start site upstream of the element. In addition, a point mutation generated a new ATG start codon from an ATA sequence start site upstream of the element. This “future” alternative start codon is present in marmosets and all other anthropoids. In the lineage leading to Old World monkeys, a GC–GT mutation generated a functional 5’ splice site. Finally, in the same lineage, a random deletion of 7 nts generated an intact ORF and set the stage for expression of the alternative splice form icp75TNFR in all Old World monkeys including Apes. Xing and Lee [35] suggest that phylogenetic reconstruction of the changes leading to exonization offers a unique possibility to recognize and better understand the historical requirements for successful exonization.
Evolution is a random and undirected process. As much as new exons generated from retroposed genes and elements can enrich the transcriptome and functionality, others can cause serious disadvantages [31,37]; for a recent review see Vorechovsky [38]. However, the majority of newly exonized elements probably do not leave any traces in their genomes, providing no advantageous function, they are eventually lost again. Interestingly, A-to-I editing not only has the potential to support exonization but also to prevent (aberrant) exonization as recently documented by Sakurai et al. [39].

6. Evolutionary time and retroposon exonization

Usually, inheritable acquisition of a retroposon exonization requires long periods of time, starting with the insertion of a retroposon into the germ line. Once inserted, the elements have to be fixed in the population, and species, a period that can exceed several million years [40]. Initially, the additional element rarely provides an advantage for the individual, and therefore its distribution within the population is determined mainly by random drift and is less effected by selection. Consequently, fixation time depends on the effective population size, whereby small populations can fix the changes over shorter times [41]. At least in some evolutionary lineages, most exonizations disappear by accumulating random mutations (e.g., that remove splice sites, introduce stop codons, or disturb the order of the downstream reading frame). This is to say that evolutionary time is a definitive factor determining the importance and evolvability of new exons. In most instances, the importance and evolvability of new exons. In most instances, the novelies. All MIR exonizations described (in phylogenetic species order) have persisted thus far [28,34]. Presumably, there were also numerous transient exonizations of MIR elements in the past.

(Anthropoidea). During this same time, the 5’ GT splice site was generated after the mutation of a GC dinucleotide into a canonical GT splice site. Nearly 40 million years later in the common ancestor of gorilla, chimpanzee and human, the RNA-editing process produced the canonical 5’/Al dimer that functions like an AG splice site (see above). The canonical splice site was generated by a GC to GT mutation in the common ancestor of Old World monkeys. In the same internal branch, a seven-nucleotide deletion within the inserted Alu element (red cylinder/dot) inserted into the 5’ UTR of p75TNFR. Within the same ancestral lineage, an ATG start codon was generated from an ATA within the AluJo sequence. (C) After the divergence of New World monkeys, a 3’ splice site was generated by a GC to GT mutation in the common ancestor of Old World monkeys. In the same internal branch, a seven-nucleotide deletion within the inserted AluJo generated a new ORF, linking the new exon 1 in frame with the remainder of the original exons. This was the final step in acquiring an alternatively spliced exon 1 that is now conserved in all Old World monkey lineages, including Apes. Wide gray cylinders represent exonic sequences, narrow gray cylinders indicate the 5’ and 3’ untranslated regions (UTRs). Introns and intergenic regions are shown as black lines. Splicing is indicated by dotted lines. The original (A) and alternative (C) transcription start sites are denoted TS1 and TS2, respectively.

Fig. 1. Step-by-step changes required in the tumor necrosis factor receptor gene type 2 (p75TNFR) following the insertion of an AluJo to generate an alternatively spliced mRNA containing a novel exon 1. (A) top: Schematic of mRNA of the original primate p75TNFR containing 10 exons; bottom DNA schematic of the gene. (B) About 43 million years ago, in the common ancestor of higher primates (including New and Old World monkeys), an AluJo element (red cylinder/dot) inserted into the 5’ UTR of p75TNFR. Within the same ancestral lineage, an ATG start codon was generated from an ATA within the AluJo sequence. (C) After the divergence of New World monkeys, a 3’ splice site was generated by a GC to GT mutation in the common ancestor of Old World monkeys. In the same internal branch, a seven-nucleotide deletion within the inserted AluJo generated a new ORF, linking the new exon 1 in frame with the remainder of the original exons. This was the final step in acquiring an alternatively spliced exon 1 that is now conserved in all Old World monkey lineages, including Apes. Wide gray cylinders represent exonic sequences, narrow gray cylinders indicate the 5’ and 3’ untranslated regions (UTRs). Introns and intergenic regions are shown as black lines. Splicing is indicated by dotted lines. The original (A) and alternative (C) transcription start sites are denoted TS1 and TS2, respectively.
It is interesting that the 3’ SS of exonized MIRs abuts the so-called core sequence (Fig. 1; 15 nt core [42]), a region significantly more conserved than the remainder of CORE-SINEs [43]. Apart from the possibility that this conservation is due to unknown, perhaps epigenetic mechanisms, one could speculate on a function for this region - or perhaps a function in the not so distant past.

The low number of more recent exonizations observed in rodents, e.g., in comparison to primates, could be due - apart from a reduced suitability of rodent-specific SINEs - to their high rates of sequence evolution and rapid speciation. Although the activity of retroposition in human and mouse is similar, more than 1,800 cases of exonization have been detected in human compared to only about 500 in mouse ([29] and personal observations). However, it must be taken into account that the transcriptome coverage and annotation of the human genome is much more complete compared to mouse.

While the present review focused on only two groups of SINE exonizations, it should be mentioned that other retroposed elements could also be exonized. While exonized sequences from well-known retroposed elements are easily being recognized, anonymous exonized sequences are possibly much more frequent but their detection is more difficult and requires comparative screening for presence or absence in multiple genomes. For example, only by chance we found the exonization of 132 nts and 129 nts of intronic sequences in ostrich and chicken respectively ([28]; Fig. 2), that demonstrate the inclusion of anonymous intronic sequences into the protein-coding part of a gene.

Among others, in mammals the basic splice signals are relatively simple and easy to be generated randomly, an efficient way to develop new functional modules [5,44,45].

7. Conclusions

Retroposons are well known to be co-opted into protein-coding functions in the process of exaptation. Especially in mammals, there are large varieties and quantities of different retroposon elements and processes that lead to new exons, and internal cryptic splice sites and branch points can lead to splicing variations.

Usually long evolutionary times are necessary to acquire and establish sufficient genomic conditions for exonization. Therefore elements such as MIRs with a long mammalian history (and long internodes to secure fixation) are more frequently found persistently exonized in all branching lineages, whereas for younger elements such as Alus in primates, it is not unusual for the gain and loss of exonized elements to vary from lineage to lineage. As a caveat, it should be noted, however, that retroposed elements may be “predestinated” candidates for exonization, but they were also studied earlier and more frequently than other protein-coding
cassettes, as they can be easily detected in genomic screenings of ESTs and cDNAs via repeat masking. Other acquired protein-coding cassettes derived from anonymous intronic sequences are not directly recognizable by such screening methods, and can only be found by comparatively analyzing genomes of different species. Their contribution to the evolution of protein-coding sequences will be better understood with the increasing progression of comparative genome engineering sequencing projects.

Except for the constitutively expressed exons, the functions of alternative splice variants containing exonized moieties as protein cassettes remains hypothetical and only their unchanged persistence over long evolutionary periods implies possible functions [46]. Future intensive protein sequencing and structural as well as functional studies will provide more significant insights into the contributions of such alternative variants.
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